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I've got a quote from Silvio Dante of the Sopranos stuck in my head as I start to write this article: "In times of economic depression, there are only two industries that are not affected... certain aspects of the entertainment industry (porn) and our thing here (organized crime)." So I couldn't help but wonder just how bad things have gotten when I hear that porn powerhouses Larry Flynt (Hustler Magazine) and Joe Francis (Girls Gone Wild) have requested that Congress allocate $5 billion for a bailout of the adult entertainment industry.

"With all this economic misery and people losing all that money, sex is the farthest thing from their mind. People are too depressed to be sexually active," Flynt says, continuing, "this is very unhealthy as a nation. Americans can do without cars and such but they cannot do without sex. It's time for Congress to rejuvenate the sexual appetite of America." Francis sees his industry like the big three automakers, only BIGGER. The Girls Gone Wild tycoon (fresh out of prison for tax evasion), has stated that, "Congress seems willing to help shore up our nation's most important businesses; we feel we deserve the same consideration. The government should actively support the adult industry's survival and growth, just as it feels the need to support any other industry cherished by the American people."

According to local adult industry writer and blogger, Tom Johansmeyer, "Relatively small, fragmented and unaccustomed to outside investment, the U.S. porn industry (which generated roughly $12 billion in 2007) is somewhat buffered from today's credit crunch, but it has its own problems. Video sales have been falling by fifteen percent a year since 2005 and online content doesn't deliver the returns it used to (now that websites such as RedTube and PornHub basically give it away). Struggling companies need investors to help right their operations, and those that are thriving in a brutal market need funding for growth."

AdultVest, a hedge fund run by Francis Koenig who invests in porn-related assets, was up 50% in 2008. Koenig sees the porn downturn as temporary and believes that technological improvements will trigger a turnaround. One example: iPorn, a start-up in AdultVest's portfolio that is developing an application to deliver porn to the Apple iPod. "The industry's not going anywhere," Koenig says. "You've got six billion people on the planet," he laughs, "and they're all horny."

What exactly would they do with the $5 billion if they were to actually get it? Francis explains that, "We would invest in building new means of distribution, and shoring up our distribution right now to prevent further erosion from factors like Youporn and other Internet content that has seriously affected our business over the past few years by giving it all away for free. We will use the money wisely and we will create more jobs." Francis also stated that he and Flynt would also be willing to discuss the possibility of the government buying equity stakes in their companies, as was done with financial firms. "If the government would like to be a partner with Mr. Flynt and I, we're certainly amenable to it," he said.

While both Flynt and Francis have insisted that the requested bailout is not a joke or a publicity stunt, the media has labeled the story as nothing but a parody of itself for the most part. Fact of the matter is, the industry is truly struggling. While the sex and porn industries might not be hit as hard or as soon as the rest of the economy, the trickle-down effect is finally taking its toll on all things X-rated. Aside from free porn servers like RedTube, the advancement of gadget technology has also impacted the porn industry with "do-it-yourself" porn produced on camera phones or live shows distributed by webcams. Why buy or produce porn when you can simply make it yourself with little or no overhead?

The actress who performs as Jenna Presley said her website has seen a 20 percent decline in customers, about 1,000 of whom pay $19.99 a month to watch the 22-year-old perform online. Presley said the downturn has forced her to cut her overhead expenses. "I've got to stop paying guys and girls to perform with, and I've got to find (other website proprietors) to do a content exchange with," Presley said matter-of-factly. Other performers, Presley said, have faced pay cuts as video companies take the uncharacteristic step of tightening their belts. "I know companies are reducing their rates," Presley said. "Instead of paying a girl $2,000 for a boy-girl (scene), now they're trying to pay $1,200." Presley stated she has refused to work for less and so far has not lost business. "I stand up for myself," she said. "A lot of girls, the business is so slow, they're happy just to find work (at any price)."

Despite all that, Presley said that she considers the bailout bid by Francis and Hustler chief Flynt "a little crazy" and thinks companies need to cut unnecessary expenses. She said the porn industry, like the auto industry, is to blame for failing to change with the times. "I'm not taking this bailout request seriously," Presley said. "I love Larry. He's a great guy. But he doesn't need $5 billion."

Steven Hirsch, founder and co-chairman of Vivid Entertainment Group, the 25-year-old company that bills itself as the world's leading adult-film producer, shared Presley's point of view on the requested bailout. "To think we're going to go to Washington and get a bailout is a little unrealistic," said Hirsch, who said he heard about the Flynt-Francis ploy in the media. "This is not the time to make sweeping statements. This is the time to buckle down and take the steps we need to save our industry. This industry is not immune from (the bad economy). People are spending less money, period." Hirsch also added that he thinks Flynt and Francis are "just poking fun at all the industries getting bailouts."
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It's Valentine's Day this month. This means it's time to get romantic. Nothing says love, sex and romance like porn! After perusing the aisles of Taboo looking for just the right porn for this special occasion, I came across one that caught my eye: In Love. As the box declared, this movie is real pornstar couples and their private, very nasty home sex lives. When I think of the words, "in love", couples working in porn are hardly what comes to mind. These In Love pornstar couples are: Allison Pierce and Sebastian, Natasha Nice and Matco, Veronica Rayne and Jack Vegas, and Darryl Hanna and Jack Fountain.

I had never really thought about it before, but I guess pairing up in the porn industry is common. Why not? That way, your significant other can never judge you and will always accept you for what you do. I would think that if you are going to be with a pornstar it might be hard to match the experience they are getting on the job. But when a pornstar is "in love" with one of their own kind, they probably have a much better chance of matching each other's carnal skills. On the other hand, one might not want to fuck at home after a long day of fucking at work, but I could be wrong.

Even before watching the movie, the box fills my head with questions like: What do pornstar couples do when they are at home and horny? Do they fuck like they do on camera? Do they have things they just do with each other? Are they more sensitive...or filthier? Although it was filmed to give the viewer the illusion that the cameras snuck in for a behind-the-scenes peek at how real porn couples get down and dirty, I felt that besides the distinct presence of wedding rings, I would have never known these couples were real couples had the box not told me so.

The movie had all the usuals: she goes down on him, he goes down on her, they fuck in several positions and every time ends with a facial. This little lady had to do a move that could only be described as "rolling up the windows" or maybe a "little mini windmill" in order to give her thrusts enough ramming speed. That move, along with her best dude imitation, left me rolling with laughter. If you are into midgets or just want a good laugh, I know that definitely appeared to be the best sex she has ever had. How could I tell? While everything about her body may have been small...her juicy orgasms were anything but, considering the massive amount of squirting she did.

Now watching a woman fuck a dude up the ass with a strap-on...that's just not my bag. Then again, watching a midget fuck a normal size dude in the ass with a strap-on just might be my new thing. I was at least provided with the comical element one could expect from a movie like this. Most of us normal-sized people have probably never really thought about the needed momentum to drive a dildo up someone's ass. This little lady had to do a move that could only be described as "rolling up the windows" or maybe a "little mini windmill" in order to give her thrusts enough ramming speed. That move, along with her best dude imitation, left me rolling with laughter. If you are into midgets or just want a good laugh, I know that definitely appeared to be the best sex she has ever had. How could I tell? While everything about her body may have been small...her juicy orgasms were anything but, considering the massive amount of squirting she did.

As an alternative to In Love, I thought that nothing would say romance better than Freaky Midgets. The employees at Taboo were more than eager to share this special "little" fetish flick with me. From the photo of the extra freaky looking little woman on the DVD itself to stars with names like Tinnie Tyler and Twigget, I was excited to get home and put this movie in to get my freak on! Maybe I have worked in the industry long enough and have seen so much freaky shit that it is really hard to impress me, no matter how hard you bring it on. I have never thought of myself as a freak, but when a movie that raves it's not for the faint of heart is not freaky enough to meet my expectations, it makes a girl have to reevaluate her ranking on the freak-o-meter.

The movie consists of little women fucking normal size men, which only results in making their junk look huge next to the itty bitty clitty committee. I was a little disappointed with the lack of freak quality and found most of the sex scenes a "little" boring (pun intended). However, there were a few scenes that made watching this movie worthwhile. One of these being scene two, in which the tiny troll-looking Stella Marie (billed as "The World's Only Squirting Midget"), gets fucked in a way that definitely appeared to be the best sex she has ever had.

I was at least provided with the comical element one could expect from a movie like this. Most of us normal-sized people have probably never really thought about the needed momentum to drive a dildo up someone's ass. This little lady had to do a move that could only be described as "rolling up the windows" or maybe a "little mini windmill" in order to give her thrusts enough ramming speed. That move, along with her best dude imitation, left me rolling with laughter. If you are into midgets or just want a good laugh, I know that definitely appeared to be the best sex she has ever had. How could I tell? While everything about her body may have been small...her juicy orgasms were anything but, considering the massive amount of squirting she did.
If you're looking for an excuse to get romantic and say, "I love you," to each other then this is definitely the movie for you. If anything this movie I was expecting more, but if you prefer your porn co-stars to be married (to freakiness for work. Maybe I just fuck like a pornstar myself and that's why lose respect for them or something. Maybe these couples reserve their scenes peek at how real porn couples get down and dirty, I felt that besides there are some things you do with people that you would never do with other people in other movies. Other than the cameras pointing out that you can't see in other movies. But maybe it's true what people say…

The movie had all the usuals; she goes down on him, he goes down on her, they fuck in several positions and every time ends with a facial. This is the reason why I felt that the employees at Taboo on MLK were more than eager to share this special "little" fetish flick with me. From the photo of the exotic girl have to reevaluate her rank-

The movie consists of little o-meter.

Now watching a woman fuck a dude up the ass again, watching a midget fuck a normal size dude in the ass with a strap-on just squirting she did.

Nothing says love, time to get romantic.

This means it's guess pairing up in the porn industry is common.

I was a little disappointed when a movie that raves it's not for the faint of heart is not freaky enough how hard you bring it on. I have never thought of myself as a freak, but have seen so much freaky shit that it is really hard to impress me, no matter how you bring it on. I have never thought of myself as a freak, but have seen so much freaky shit that it is really hard to impress me, no matter how you bring it on. I have never thought of myself as a freak, but have seen so much freaky shit that it is really hard to impress me, no matter how you bring it on. I have never thought of myself as a freak, but have seen so much freaky shit that it is really hard to impress me, no matter how you bring it on.
The Dolphin Clubs

Carmell

Where the most beautiful women in town come to party with you!
THE DOLPHIN I
17180 SE McLoughlin BLVD.
503-654-9366

THE DOLPHIN II
10860 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy.
503-627-0666
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VISIT US AT WWW.MYSPACE.COM/DOLPHINCLUBS
The text message took a minute to download. I have Cricket (aka Drugrizon) service, which means that if you call me today, I’ll get the voicemail three days from now (and not the job/date/sale/etc). In this particular case, however, the end result was worth it. Sender: Ella. Txt Body: I don’t remember this. Multimedia content: Picture of breasts with Sharpie pen reading “Lemmy.” It didn’t surprise me, either, as this was not the first instance of a dancer relaying a text message that involved nudity and Lemmy (last time, it was Lydia’s phone, Lemmy’s penis... don’t ask).

What had happened the night before at Dante’s, however vaguely recalled by most other attendees, was perfectly clear in my head. Lemmy (Lemmy), Slim Jim (Stray Cats) and “that guy from the other band” (Danny B. Harvey from Rockats) performed on a single stage as The Head Cat to a room full of twentysomething hipsters that, by the looks of their attire, still recall every minute of the 1950’s.

Before attempting to review the January 16th show, I will state here my journalistic bias: I love music, of all genres and from all eras. What I don’t attach myself to is the non-aurally-aligned aspects of music culture: looking like, talking like and acting as if I am a (gangsta/punk/metalhead/hippie/stripper/etc) while listening to (NWA/DBI/COC/BOC/MIA/etc). Rockabilly falls into this “why the hell would I (fix bikes/get nautical stars tattooed/carry a knife that doubles as a comb/etc) just to enjoy this music” genre that I have such a love-hate relationship with. Don’t get me wrong, I have nothing but respect for the kids who have been doing whatever their “thing” and/or “thang” is for their entire post-high school lives, but it’s irritating to see that kid from Stumptown tie his White-guy dreds back to form a pompadour haircut.

With all of the above stated, The Head Cat put on a damn good show. I was thoroughly impressed by the setlist (no more than one song from twice-removed band members’ original bands), the energy of the front-row crowd (with the exception of these four shirtless douchebags in the “pit” aka center table of Dante’s) and even the openers (I was privileged enough to see Blackout Radio as openers... nah, actually it was just a minor confusion and we got in thanks to Kristina’s awesomeness, but the tone of the evening wouldn’t have changed one bit had the previously mentioned sentence been true. Anyway, we got in without a hitch as Blackout Radio hit the stage.

“Who do you know?” said the stripper to the male hairdresser. “Oh me and Lemmy go wayyyyy back. He winked at me in traffic once.” “Oh yeah, well I know Lemmy from when I gave him a lap dance. He told me I had pretty eyes.”

“Thick of it,” I responded with a blank expression.

“Anyway, we got in without a hitch as Blackout Radio hit the stage. Whatever cell phones, one to Lemmy and one to the owner’s lawyer...”
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Anyway, we got in without a hitch as Blackout Radio hit the stage. Changed one bit had the previously mentioned sentence been true. To Kristina’s awesomeness, but the tone of the evening wouldn’t have been as cool bar, super-cool strip club), headed downtown to a super-cool hip-stylish venue and, this really is the money shot, were forced to ask the door girl (Kristina, sweetheart really) why we weren’t on (*dramatic pause*) the guest list. When I found out that my name wasn’t on the list, I snorted some coke off of my date’s ass, threw a bottle at the bouncer and yelled “DON’T YOU KNOW WHO I AM!!” before picking up two separate girls and posing for invisible photographers and potential Myspace friends. I was thoroughly impressed by the setlist (no more than one song from twice-removed band members’ original bands), the energy of the front-row crowd (with the exception of those four shirtless kids from Stumptown tie his White-guy dreads back to form a pompadour, a night’s sleep for his sixty-year-old body) was more excited and animated than the during-the-show crowd. A great band shows up to play some great tunes and just because the bassist (yeah, I went there) is somewhat infamous because his could/might have been a lap dancer doesn’t mean Slim Jim, shined while singing a well-conducted cover of “Rock this Town.” When Lemmy finally played one of his songs, it wasn’t so cute! The backup talent, provided by stand-up drummer (Exotic knows they have to pay me to get here my journalistic bias: I love music, of all genres and from all eras. I was even on the list is that Exotic knows they have to pay me to get looks of their attire, still recall every minute of the 1950’s. The Head Cat to a room full of twentysomething hipsters that, by the time Lemmy’s penis... don’t ask). What had happened the night before at Dante’s, however vaguely I (fix bikes/get nautical stars tattooed/carry a knife that doubles as a Drugrizon) service, which means that if you call me today, I’ll get the text message took a minute to download. I have Cricket (aka Exotic) service, which means that if you call me today, I’ll get the voice mail three days from now (and not the job/date/sale/etc). In this particular case, however, the end result was worth it. Sender: Lemon for photos and autographs (when all he seemed to desire was “No shit,” I responded with a blank expression. “That guy’s a regular at my work,” my highly-coveted and super-cool pho
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**EXOTICA INTERNATIONAL**

**SATURDAY, MARCH 7TH**

**10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY V.I.P. EVENT**

**240 NE COLUMBIA BLVD. • (503) 285-0281**

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM-2:30AM • FULL SERVICE FOOD & LIQUOR • LOTTERY • BEST VALUE • PORTLAND’S BUSIEST GENTLEMEN’S CLUB

MORE THAN 100 TOP ENTERTAINERS • CENTRALLY LOCATED NEAR DOWNTOWN & PDX
Welcome back Portland. It's time to sit back and enjoy another monthly masterpiece of sin and debauchery as Exotic presents a completely V.D.-free issue. Yeah, we had originally intended to get all sappy and sleazy and focus on Valentine's Day, but we came to our senses in the end and decided to lay it down on what you all want...sex. Love is probably overrated in most cases. If anything, it's like having a moral license to fuck. So, why should we waste another load of editorial about telling you the proper etiquette in delivering a romantic proposal to the love of your life (Believe it or not, a writer actually submitted an editorial about precisely that this month...I chose to pass on that one). But as your editor, I have a responsibility to keep you all happy, aroused and inspired within these pages month after month.

There's no way I would find it so enjoyable without the contributors that complete our dysfunctional little family here at Exotic. So to lead off Exotic City this month, I'll give you a little teaser about what each of them is up to. First you have Statutory Ray, author of some of our more "scandalous" monthly contributions. This cat writes under several pen names, so I'm not gonna blow the mystique for him, but if you ever see the name Matt or Ray tagged under a page, odds are pretty goddamned good that Ray is responsible (hmmmm...Ray and responsible in the same sentence, not sure about that). Ray's most followed work is, without a doubt, Tales from the DJ Booth. This month he shares with us a ridiculously overly-detailed account of an incident that can pretty much be summed up with the following sentence: Ray ended up in the hospital with a scratched cornea and was partially blind for about a week in December because a stripper threw a snowball at him. To sweeten the pot, the deadly snowball-wielding assailant is probably one of the most notoriously scandalous strippers in this town.

Upon reading Ray's dramatic account of the incident to the rest of the staffers during deadline time, I discovered that just about everyone I know has an axe to grind with the dancer in question, or at least a disturbingly humorous tale to tell of her antics. Let's call her Frenchie for now. Without even trying, I gathered enough info about Frenchie to easily fill up an issue or two of editorial. The problem is...I don't like Frenchie. Never have, never will. So I certainly don't want to give her a platform for more attention. However, we are thinking about putting together a comic strip about Frenchie and her shameful antics in the upcoming months. The life this girl leads is a perfect script for a comic...she's a living cartoon fer 'crissakes, yet she pales in comparison to Jessica Rabbit in the living cartoon fer 'crissakes, yet she pales in comparison to Jessica Rabbit in the
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Upon reading Ray's dramatic account of the incident to the rest of the staffers during deadline time, I discovered that just about everyone I know has an axe to grind with the dancer in question, or at least a disturbingly humorous tale to tell of her antics. Let's call her Frenchie for now. Without even trying, I gathered enough info about Frenchie to easily fill up an issue or two of editorial. The problem is...I don't like Frenchie. Never have, never will. So I certainly don't want to give her a platform for more attention. However, we are thinking about putting together a comic strip about Frenchie and her shameful antics in the upcoming months. The life this girl leads is a perfect script for a comic...she's a living cartoon fer ‘crissakes, yet she pales in comparison to Jessica Rabbit in the looks department. Character assassinations are not something we do for fun here at Exotic, but honestly kids, this is good stuff, and we're not naming names. Take this short story for instance.

(The following story is in no way verified or factual and may even be an urban legend for all I know.)

A guy walks up to the rack at a strip club and takes a seat at Frenchie's stage. Halfway into her first song, cross words are exchanged between Frenchie and the patron, at which point, Frenchie swings a wild punch at the patron's head. The patron responds by landing a solid jab to the dancer's head and knocks her out cold on the stage. He politely stands up and walks out of the club. Frenchie was later fired for the incident (but probably working there again by now). I didn't realize that getting knocked out by a patron was grounds for termination in Oregon strip clubs, so that leads me to believe there is probably far more to this scandalous little tale than meets the eye. But enough about Frenchie, for now.

Let's get back to her latest victim, poor little Pirate Ray (who's band I just found out is working a special VDay stripper-rb-eating contest coordinated by, you guessed it...Frenchie). Ray's second monthly feature, Aural Stimulation, tackles the tricky mechanics of how a band is able to make their press releases, media kits and CDs stand out from the enormous pile of shit that we get sent to our offices. After reading the new Aural, I opened up an eight-track demo that had been sent to our office. The promo letter identified tracks 1,2,3,4,5,6 and 8 as suggested tracks. So what's up with track 7? It obviously must blow some serious ass if it was the ONLY track that didn't make your “suggested” track list. I think I'll send this one to Ray and turn him loose on it.

Next up, we have Kenny Mack, the West Coast Bad Boy, ya dig?!! Kenny took a trip to Vegas in January as Exotic's official journalist to cover the AVN Adult Entertainment Expo and delivers us a “blow-by-blow” account of what and who was going down. Also in Kenny's column, The Truth, he throws down some serious uncensored advice to the ladies of the exotic entertainment industry on how to get the money. Funny thing is, the original content I had written for Exotic City (earlier this month) was about precisely that, except much whiter. Kenny summed it up pretty well, so I decided to pull back my rant and talk about what the team was serving up this month instead. I will, however, support his views. I've been back in town two months now. Not that long really, but long enough to notice that the clubs and the strippers who inhabit them, seem to have become generally...well, lazy.

I've got a DJ shift once a week at my old homebase, so now I use this time to not stare at vaginas, but to instead gather information (not just about the dancers, but the patrons as well). What's working? What isn't? I've seen a dancer who can hit an empty rack, bust out some Lamb of God (to a very non-metal looking crowd) and have that rack full by the end of her set every time. I've seen another who can hit a full rack, dancing to the same two tired and depressing Cure songs in the same tacky outfit from the clearance rack at Cathie's and have that rack empty by the time the first song is over. And then she wonders why she isn't making any money. Here's why sweetie...you are what is called a Rackasaurus Rex in scientific terms. If you want the money, try having a smile on your face and acting like you're actually having fun once in a while (I know...it can be very hard at times).

Okay better pull back on that, this starting to sound like another Tales from the DJ Booth and lord knows, another one of those is all we need. Our next contributor is relatively new to the editorial staff, but a long-time staffer here at Exotic, Miss Galatea Hancock (also a pen name). Miss Hancock prides herself in her new responsibility of watching porn for a living as part of her monthly column, The Blue Review. This month, she hunkers down with some disturbing midget porn, suggested to her by the helpful staff at Taboo Video. I, personally, had no idea that the available selection of midget porn was so “large.” While searching for images to adorn her column, the massive collection I discovered out there in cyberspace “dwarfed” my expectations. While we are all morbidly fascinated by this presently, I find it somewhat ironic that about eight or nine years ago, America's Pimp, Dennis Hof of the Bunny Ranch (as seen on HBO), had offered to fly an Exotic staffer to his brothel.
Exotic Suggests

Stop by Pussycats Cabaret & Lingerie modeling and visit Paige if you’ve ever dreamed of a lingerie model that can squirt on command for only $50. Our friends at Taboo Video are hooking up the killer sale this month with your choice of any three $9.95 videos for only $7.95. Welcome to downtown hotspot, Spice Gentlemen’s Club and welcome back to George’s Dancin’ Bare who is celebrating their 20th Anniversary on Feb 21st. After nearly 18 years in Portland, The Future is closing and the owner is retiring. All merchandise is 30 to 90% off including fabulous shoes, boots, corsets and killer fashions. Everything must go including fixtures, display items and mannequins as well. The last day is February 28th. And we just have to give a special shout out to an industry legend, Patti of Magic Gardens who has not only been running this Portland landmark for 15 years now, but is one of the only bartenders I have ever seen that can rock three-pounder glasses in one hand with such ease. Rock on Patti!

FEATURED EVENTS

**Sun. Feb. 1** - Tennessee Red’s – Super Bowl Party

**Weds. Feb. 4** - Dante’s – 9th Anniversary with Diamondduck & The Privates with The Night

**Sat. Feb. 7** - Exotica International – 10 Year Anniversary V.I.P. Event

Doc’s Club 82 – Leather & Lace Party w/live music by Judas Priest tribute band, Hellion

**Tues. Feb. 10** - Stars Cabaret Salem – V.I.P. Appreciation Day

**Weds. Feb. 11** - Lucky Devil Lounge – 1 Year Anniversary bash

**Fri. Feb. 13** - Doc’s Club 82 – Exotic and Underground Promotions presents P.O.W. w/live music by Evil Twin from Seattle, feature dancers, porn and more

Jody’s Bar & Grill – PDXXDancerboutique.com presents the Pleaser USA Party featuring sexy, fetish and erotic footwear giveaways every hour

**Sat. Feb. 14** - Valentine’s Day – Stars Cabaret Salem – A Vampire’s Valentine – Live music w/Blackhaze, suspension acts and more – Free cover w/costume

Doc’s Club 82 – Kali Kane Productions presents The 2nd Annual Naughty Valentine’s Day Party w/live music, puddling wrestling, BDSM, prizes and more

Tennessee Red’s – Paris, Meet Your Heart Out Rib Contest w/live music by True Consumers & Wombstretcha

Jody’s Bar & Grill – Valentine’s Day Bash

The Pallas – Valentine’s Day Champagne Party

Dante’s – Valentine’s Day Bash

**Stars Cabaret Beaverton** – Flesh for Fantasy – A night of twisted hearts with latex walls, cupids, blood baths, feature acts and more

**Velour Lingerie Modeling** – Valentine’s Special – $40 house fee all day long

**Devils Point** – Valentine’s Day Gods Girls Party with burlesque, raffles, Godgirls merch. & More

**Wed. Feb. 18** - Stars Cabaret Salem – The Men of Playgirl

**Thurs. Feb. 19** - Boom Boom Room – Metal School Thursday featuring the debut of Hair Assault

**Stars Cabaret Salem – Pornstar Lisa Ann**

**Fri. Feb. 20** - Stars Cabaret Salem – Pornstar Lisa Ann

**Dante’s – Storm & The Balls**

**Sat. Feb. 21** - Dancin’ Bare – 20 Year Anniversary Bash

Doc’s Club 82 – Spyder – Dancer of the Naked Flame’s birthday party w/Sinergy and fire dancers

Safari Showclub – Barely Legal Night

**Stars Cabaret Salem – White Trash Bash w/live music by The Mullet Mafia**

**Stars Cabaret Beaverton** – Pornstar Lisa Ann

**Tues. Feb. 24** - Safari Showclub – Fat Tuesday Bead Party – bring your beads for the girls

**Stars Cabaret Beaverton** – Fat Tuesday Mardi Gras Party w/limbo contests, prize beads, feature acts & more

**Sat. Feb. 28** - Doc’s Club 82 – Up and Coming Productions presents live music w/Hyperthermia, Only Nightmares and Snap Point

**Stars Cabaret Salem – 3rd Annual Ice Party & Anniversary Party**

WEEKLY EVENTS

**SUNDAYS**

**Devils Point** – Strippersoke

Spyce – Fetish and Industry Night

**Lucky Devil Lounge** – Ladies Night

**Dante’s** – Sinferno Cabaret & Vaudeville Sex & Service Industry Night

**MONDAYS**

**Devils Point** – Fire Strippers

**Lucky Devil Lounge** – Miami Mondays – 80s hip-hop/electro – girls in bikinis

**TUESDAYS**

**Hard Candy (Salem)** – 2-for-1 dances

**Dream On Saloon** – Free Porn Tuesdays

**Dante’s** – The Ed Forman Show

**WEDNESDAYS**

**Devils Point** – 80’s Night

**Lucky Devil Lounge** – PDX Blackbook Night

**Cocktails & Dreams** – Tattoo Wednesdays sponsored by Raven Ink & Studio 2 Tattoos with tattoo certificates & schwag

**THURSDAYS**

**Dante’s** – Xotica Go-Go

**FRIDAYS**

Spyce – Ditch Fridays – $9.99 steak and lobster from 3pm~9pm

**The Pallas** – Free Porn Fridays

**SATURDAYS**

**Devils Point** – Live music w/dancers

**Cocktails & Dreams** – Worst Tattoo of the Month Contest (last Saturday of the month)
mr. Black is back!

Leaving Oregon to become a first-hand witness to the downward spirals of Los Angeles and Las Vegas over the past twelve months proved many fatal theories I have brooded over since born into the music, mayhem and the strip club world some twenty-plus years ago. Most people forever trapped in Oregon may think the Northwest has become panels of mundane circuitry and the pursuit of the whisky-filled holy grail of Hollywood and Sin City is more than just a delusion of grandeur. Yes, there is excessive exposure to cash, excessive invitations to sex and rock ‘n’ roll nights that blur into weeks, but where Oregon has continued to be somewhat consistent, L.A. & Vegas have become nothing more than sponsor-logo skyscrapers and late night assembly lines of destruction. What you see on television is just that, flesh and fantasy created for the brain dead and spoon-fed generation.

So the question has now become...does the hype equal what has become nothing more than overkill, over-glorification and overpriced bullshit? The answer is simple. We sometimes take people, places and the past for granted until we’ve flipped both sides of the two-headed coin. And yes, some of us have lived long enough to see ourselves become the villain! That distant glamour we fall asleep and dream of has turned to greed and what was once an empire is now an eventual breeding ground for mindless zombies rising from already stained sand (see Resident Evil: Apocalypse. How ironic!).

The music scene in Vegas is almost as non-existent on a local level and Los Angeles is pay-to-play or “fuck yourself” (in that order). Open for Otep at the Whisky a Go-Go on Sunset and expect to sell your girlfriend on Wilshire first so you can afford to open on a five-band bill. And then there is the pay-to-peel side of that not-so-picket fence. Dancers can expect to give up 40% or more of your peeled presidents in Cali, and those $2,000 Vegas nights are now $200. Though this may not be the same experience for us all, there is no denying that the scene outside of Oregon is no longer a Motley Crüe video and things have become so ass backwards and distorted that our illustrious Beaver State may be the West Coast answer to quality not quantity. Don’t get me started on loyalty and respect that once built Sin City. Can you say destination for dirtbags, “Soprano” wannabees and owners that get more than just high on their own supply? It’s like a bad remake of Leaving Las Vegas starring Ben Afflack and Britney “Trainwreck” Spears, directed by Charles Manson, and produced by Enron with an original (but not-so-original score) by Milli Vanilli. Have you taken those spite and sarcasm fumes into your lungs yet?

I can say based on many years of experience that live music and sin is still a hot commodity in Oregon. And though this article isn’t really a message bashing fancy lights and orgies on the 40th floor or a story to make you stay away from the outside “we are the” world, it is a statement saying that it’s not as green on the other side as Mary Poppins made it out to be. That bitch!

Times may have changed here, but there is still an old-school element here that has withstood the test of crime. And time, too. The old Doc’s Bar & Grill on Powell days may be gone, but you can still find a beautifully modified entertainer dancing randomly somewhere to Social D and Eazy-E, and if you’re lucky...in the same set.

Next issue: Pink to Ink to Drink Slingers.
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Next Month...The Legend Returns!

Exotic & Underground Productions

Presents

Ink 'n' Pink - The New Blood

Now seeking bands, tattoo artists, feature acts & sponsors for all 5 shows.

Entertainers with extreme tattoos wishing to participate must attend the opening round on Friday, March 13th.

Win the title of Miss Ink 'n' Pink 2009 and the cover of Exotic Magazine, tattoos, photo packages and cash prizes.
APPEARING AT

FRIDAY, MARCH 13TH - THE DANCIN’ BARE QUALIFYING AUDITION ROUND & LAUNCH PARTY
JOIN US AS WE CHOOSE OUR TOP 13 TATTOOED BEAUTIES

FRIDAY, MARCH 20TH - THE PALLAS PRELIMINARY ROUND ONE - 2 CONTESTANTS WILL BE CUT

FRIDAY, MARCH 27TH - COCKTAILS & DREAMS PRELIMINARY ROUND TWO - 2 CONTESTANTS WILL BE CUT

FRIDAY, APRIL 3RD - SAFARI SHOWCLUB SEMI-FINAL ROUND - 2 CONTESTANTS WILL BE CUT

FRIDAY, APRIL 10TH - DANTE’S THE FINAL ROUND - MISS INK ‘N’ PINK WILL BE CHOSEN

FEATURING LIVE MUSIC - FEATURE ENTERTAINMENT - BURLESQUE
ON-SITE TATTOOING - TATTOO CONTESTS OPEN TO ALL
TATTOO GIFT CERTIFICATES - PRIZES & MORE

FOR QUESTIONS, AUDITIONS AND INQUIRIES EMAIL JOHN@XMAG.COM OR CONTACT JOHN @ 206.498.3056
WWW.MYSPACE.COM/INKNPINK - WWW.XMAG.COM
There are a lot of strip clubs in Portland. Consequently, there are an extraordinary amount of strippers. They're everywhere: the grocery store, your favorite dive bar, the park, the coffee shop, even sometimes behind the reception desk at your dentist's office. Because we as a city have an overwhelming number of titty bars, our general acceptance of strippers is much more liberal than in other places in the world. There isn't really a way to stereotype the type of women who work in the industry here.

I have been a stripper for over two years. In that time, I've met many dancers who are smart, exceptional women, as well some that are so ignorant and out of control that it almost seems as though they are actually just pretending to be a parody of themselves. I'm 25 now and have been working since I was 15. I've worked in many different industries, and I must say, stripping has, by far, been the most entertaining of any of the jobs I've done. I really think it's a great job. A strange, wonderful, sometimes sad, and definitely insane job. There's not a stripper I know who doesn't have at least 10 to 20 funny, weird, or simply unbelievable stories. I am no exception...which will soon become obvious as my first tale unfolds.

Once upon a time in land, well, not that far away, in a time not that long ago, there lived a beautiful princess (stripper, actually...it was me). It was a dark and humid Friday night. My club was not busy, but not dead either. I had just finished my stage set and a handsome (ha!) young (double ha!) king (lawyer, probably) asked me if I would be so kind as to give him a lap dance. Being the polite princess I am, I obviously obliged. I took his hand and led him to the magical sofa room of boner-making. He did seem like a nice man...wedding ring, rather nice suit, stately gray hair and moustache. I figured I was in for a routine magical erotic experience with this young king.

The song began and I disrobed and began doing my magical gyration dance in order to please him and bring forth the boner, when he suddenly began to shove his hands down his pants. I may have been naked and gyrating, but I AM still a lady, so I smacked his hand out of his pants and told him that such behavior was not allowed in the magical boner area of my castle (strip club). The king proceeded to tell me that it's “not what I was thinking,” and went for it again. I once again smacked his hand away and repeated myself. We continued on like this at least five times in a row, and the young king began to get visibly frustrated. He looked me right in the eye and without raising his voice said firmly, “it's not what you think,” then reached down his pants. At this point I was actually kinda curious as to what he meant by that, anyway, and if he pulled his royal member (cock) out, my knights (bouncers) would take care of him.

He doesn't pull his royal member out. No, he instead pulls out a loin cloth that he had hidden underneath his Men's Wearhouse dress pants. Not a real loin cloth, mind you, but a cheap cheetah print caveman costume probably purchased on sale from Target. With that, he declares, in utter sincerity, “Me only get lap dance as Tarzan!” then proceeds to pound on his chest in a Tarzan-like fashion.

No princess expects something like this without any warning whatsoever. As he's grunting and pounding on his chest, I'm doing my best to stifle my laughter. I feel as if I can no longer hold back my amusement, so I turn around and continue my sexy saunter with my ass toward him. That way, I can lot a couple giggles out without him noticing. He almost immediately commands in an archaic botchery of the English language, “Tarzan want see Jane eyes!!” So I turn around and continue. The whole lap dance he is bobbing his head to the music and grunting. Really. He was actually grunting the whole time. He really became Tarzan. It was quite a feat to keep a straight face, and even harder to keep the sexual energy flowing throughout this experience!

At the end of the dance, he cleared his throat, tucked his loin cloth back in and said, “Ok then dear. Thank you! That was wonderful! Are you usually here around this time? My kids have soccer practice in this neighborhood, and I can come back again next week.” Without a second thought, or even acknowledgment of the whole Tarzan thing, he just switched right back in to normal guy mode. And people think strippers are weird!

It’s one thing to need to spice up your marriage with a little role play...but has your purchased sexy-time with young kinky strange princesses REALLY become that dull? Or maybe it’s that this young handsome king actually has two personalities, and one of them, the stripper loving one, really is Tarzan! Alas, these are questions that this young princess may never have the answers to. Which is fine. At least I have this tale to tell my, er, someobody's grandkids one day.

The End
The song began, and I dis-
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Extremely Limousine

Featuring Oregon & Washington's Longest Stretch Hummer Available

- 24 HOUR SERVICE
- BACHELOR/BACHELORETTE PARTIES
- RAISED STARGAZER MIRRORED ROOF
- DROPPED DISCO FLOOR
- FULL LENGTH BAR
- KARAOKE
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PLUS RIDE IN STYLE ON 24s!

CALL TODAY! (360) 883-5511
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Yo! For the romantic month of February, we enlisted notorious Smooch Girl and Cabaret dancer, Indago to tame the beastly Baer with a **Rear Naked Choke**. Last month we demonstrated a defense to the **Rear Naked Choke**. This month, we demonstrate one method of its application.

**Frame 1**
Baer grabs at Indago's neck, in an effort to choke her or push her down.

**Frame 2**
As Baer reaches for her throat and before he establishes a solid grip, Indago drops her base by slightly bending at the knees, blasts her left arm up, palm down, into Baer's left arm and leans her head back. These three actions force Baer's arm away from her throat.

**Frame 3**
Maintaining contact as Baer's left arm is pushed away, Indago rolls her left hand over Baer's arm and "monkey grips" his bicep.

**Inset A**
Note how Indago's hand is gripping Baer's arm with the thumb next to her fingers, like a monkey, not with the thumb over, as in a pistol or hammer grip. The monkey grip is a much more effective method of hooking the arm, and assists with obtaining Baer's back.

**Frame 4**
Using her grip on Baer's arm, Indago simultaneously jumps and pulls herself up onto Baer. As she is leaving the ground, Indago grabs Baer's right trapezius muscle with her right hand. This helps her get all the way to the top of Mt. Baer.

**Frame 5**
When Indago gets to Baer's back, she centers her body to his, establishes hooks by driving her feet into Baer's inner thighs and reaches her right arm across Baer's neck, grabbing his left shoulder. Notice also, that Indago never released her left hand's grip on Baer's left arm throughout the sequence.

**Frame 6**
To set up and apply the **Rear Naked Choke**, Indago slides her right arm tighter across Baer's neck and grabs her own left bicep, or shoulder. She then slices her left arm deep behind Baer's neck, scissors her elbows together and inhales deeply into her lungs.

**Inset B**
Notice Indago's arm positioning and how her choking arm's elbow is roughly centered under Baer's jaw. This centering is important in order to more efficiently strangle the carotid arteries of Baer's ridiculously thick neck.

**Frame 7**
"Oh no, it wasn’t the airplanes. It was beauty that killed the beast." - Carl Denham, King Kong

**Big hugs to all of our sponsors!**

Please support our generous sponsors: Alpha Omega Armor Clothing, Cathie's Lingerie, Dave's Killer Bread, Diego Images, Foster Fitness, Max Muscle - Clackamas, MuckChiller Inc., Pugilists Gym & Warpath Boxing!

For a more detailed study of these techniques or for a great time, contact Third Eye Jiu-Jitsu at <www.myspace.com/thirdeyejiujitsu>. You can visit Indago at Cabaret Downtown or any Smoochknob concert.

These techniques should be performed only under the supervision of a qualified instructor and any other use is at your own risk. Third Eye Jiu-Jitsu and Exile assume no responsibility for their use or misuse, nor any beating you may deliver or receive in their application. Please also check your federal, state and local laws for the legality of any of the techniques demonstrated. Always avoid any confrontation whenever possible and only use these techniques as a last resort.
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Note how Indago's hand is gripping Baer's arm with the thumb next to her fingers, like a monkey, not with the thumb over, as in a pistol or hammer grip. The monkey grip is a much more effective method of hooking the arm, and assists with obtaining Baer's back.

Frame 4
Using her grip on Baer's arm, Indago simultaneously jumps and pulls herself up onto Baer. As she is leaving the ground, Indago grabs Baer's right trapezius muscle with her right hand. This helps her get all the way to the top of Mt. Baer.

Frame 5
When Indago gets to Baer's back, she centers her body to his, establishes hooks by driving her feet into Baer's inner thighs and reaches her right arm across Baer's neck, grabbing his left shoulder. Notice also, that Indago never released her left hand's grip on Baer's left arm throughout the sequence.

Frame 6
To set up and apply the Rear Naked Choke, Indago slides her right arm tighter across Baer's neck and grabs her own left bicep, or shoulder. She then slices her left arm deep behind Baer's neck, scissors her elbows together and inhales deeply into her lungs.

Inset B
Notice Indago's arm positioning and how her choking arm's elbow is roughly centered under Baer's jaw. This centering is important in order to more efficiently strangle the carotid arteries of Baer's ridiculously thick neck.

Frame 7
"Oh no, it wasn't the airplanes. It was beauty that killed the beast." - Carl Denham, King Kong

Big hugs to all of our sponsors!
Please support our generous sponsors: Alpha Omega Armor Clothing, Cathie's Lingerie, Dave's Killer Bread, Diego Images, Foster Fitness, Max Muscle - Clackamas, MuckChiller Inc., Pugilists Gym & Warpath Boxing!

For a more detailed study of these techniques or for a great time, contact Third Eye Jiu-Jitsu at <www.myspace.com/thirdeyejiujitsu>. You can visit Indago at Cabaret Downtown or any Smoochknob concert.

These techniques should be performed only under the supervision of a qualified instructor and any other use is at your own risk. Third Eye Jiu-Jitsu and Exile assume no responsibility for their use or misuse, nor any beating you may deliver or receive in their application. Please also check your federal, state and local laws for the legality of any of the techniques demonstrated. Always avoid any confrontation whenever possible and only use these techniques as a last resort.
Sorrows
from the boom boom room
London A Lunoux Photography

www.LALunoux.com

Models: Malice & Pistolita
COMING IN APRIL - TO A CLUB NEAR YOU
MODELS WANTED NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
COMPETE IN PHOTO AND RUNWAY CHALLENGES FOR CASH AND PRIZE PACKAGES
BUILD YOUR PORTFOLIO AND SEE YOURSELF IN PRINT

PORTLAND'S NEXT

Topmodel

THE SURVIVOR EDITION

NOW SEEKING
HIGH CLASS VENUES
PHOTOGRAPHERS
DESIGNERS & STYLISTS

ALL INTERESTED PARTIES
MUST EMAIL SAMPLES OF THEIR WORK
NO LATER THAN MARCH 18TH
AND BE AVAILABLE IN
LATE APRIL THROUGH JUNE
TO BE CONSIDERED

FOR CASTING INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
JOHN@XMA CG.COM OR CALL 206.498.3056

THE EXOTIC PORN JAM

F RIDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH
AN ALL NEW MONTHLY SHOWCASE OF
SEX, CLUBS, ROCK & ROLL!
FEATURING LIVE MUSIC &
EXOTIC ENTERTAINERS

STARRING SEATTLE'S
Evil Twin

EXOTIC PERFORMANCES
BY HOLLYWOOD COVERGIRL

SAIOME

HOLLYWOOD

SPONSORED BY

Taboo

APPEARING AT

DOC'S CLUB 82

4229 SE 82nd Avenue » 503-788-1500
www.myspace.com/DocsClub82nd » Open Daily 11:00am - 2:30am
2:30(ish) pm: Wake up
2:35 pm: Scrape off eye makeup from the night before. Make empty promises to self about not wearing fake eyelashes. Pick off the persistent little globs of glue which are almost definitely made from horse hooves.
2:40-3:00 pm: A great deal of barging through anything standing in the way of coffee.
3:00-3:15 pm: Dream up suitable excuses to avoid housework and mumble them to roommates while dashing out the door.
3:15-5:30 pm: Errands. Several hours of fighting with the natural stripper instinct to blow all the money made last night (and then some) on clothes and crap next to any cash register.
5:30-6:30 pm: Dodge calls from your mother who wants to remind you that if you had a normal job you wouldn't have to pay for your own health insurance or spend so much having THAT done to your hair.
6:30-7:30 pm: Intricate bathing and defoliation rituals which involve scraping hair off of everywhere but top of head. (Note: if you have to shave your crotch, you would expect free alcohol as well)
7:30-8:30 pm: Dry, straighten, curl, tease, and generally damage hair on top of head.
8:30-8:45 pm: Apply enough makeup to feel personally responsible for the subjugation of all test bunnies.
8:45-8:50 pm: Re-double cynicism for anything that has ever been printed on a cosmetics label. Ever.
9:15-9:30 pm: Convince other strippers their underwear isn't doing that "bunchy thing". Sift through the contents of your locker for the other half of your other metallic lame outfit. Try on four things asking the other strippers if each is doing that "bunchy thing". Eventually decide on what everyone else says they hate because they want to borrow it.
9:30-9:35 pm: Investigate the mysterious "stripper rash" that results from some combination of razor burn and sitting bare-assed on filthy chairs and stages.
9:35-9:45 pm: Actually leave dressing room. Sit at bar and indicate to bartender what you want to drink and whose tab to put it on using an intricate and unique system of hand-gestures.
9:45-10:00 pm: Make everyone at the bar look at pictures of your pet until they buy you shots of Jäger.
10:00-10:05 pm: Try to decide what to dance to. This is harder than you would think because you have to gauge what the room would like to hear (Pantera, Radiohead, Bush) what you are absolutely sick of (everything), what your coworkers are likely to latch you for playing (classic rock, Bjork), what the management has banned (all hip-hop, lest we all die the next day in a gang shootout), what the DJ will let you get away with (80s) and in the end just dance to AC/DC again for what is probably the 730th time.
10:05-10:15 pm: Get on the phone and cajole anyone you can think of into being your designated driver because you "accidentally" got too drunk.
10:15-10:30 pm: Emotionally manipulate the barback into frying something that you know you shouldn't eat.
10:30-10:45 pm: Take food to the dressing room and guard it like a rabid lion from the stripper vultures until you've had enough and then generously bequeath the leftovers.
10:45 pm: Whine about having to go on stage again / not getting to go on stage enough.
10:46 pm: Check to make sure that the other strippers haven't discovered your secret hiding spot for your cigarettes in the DJ booth while repeating the song selection ordeal (this time ignoring the customer standing on his tiptoes trying to convince the DJ booth inhabitants that it is imperative that he hear Pantera).
10:46-10:52 pm: Go on stage and happily scream at anyone who doesn't put down a dollar for each song. Try like hell to refrain from kicking beer and ashtrays onto people.
10:53-11:00 pm: Return to the dressing room. Whine about all the customers sitting at the stage. And the sound system. And the DJ.
11:00-11:05 pm: Whine to the DJ about how there are too many / not enough dancers.
11:00-11:20 pm: Take sexy pictures of self in the dressing room and then send them to whoever you are currently sleeping with and/or want to be sleeping with.
11:20 pm: Realize you've been fucking around for four hours and maybe, just maybe, it would be a good idea to at least try and make some money.
11:20 pm-1:00 am: Lie to customers about relationship status, sexuality, natural hair color and any other personal questions you don't feel like answering.
1:00-2:15 am: Twist arms and pull teeth until people consent to buying dances. Convince drunken men that you are more interested in the contents of their hearts than the contents of their bank accounts.
2:15-2:25 am: Last call. Graciously explain to customers that the bouncers are obligated to pry the drinks out of their hands and repeat that the club will be closing soon so they can't get a dance "maybe later" or "try to get a drink first".
2:25-2:50 am: Return to dressing room which has turned into a battlefield of drunk, crazy, bruised and self-righteous entertainers screaming about their missing iPods, fighting with boyfriends on the phone, and accusing each other of stealing just about anything that isn't nailed down.
2:50-2:55 am: Argue with the bouncers about needing / not needing to be walked out to your car.
3:15-4:00 am: Get home, eat a handful of sedatives, and prepare an elaborate confection of cheese and carbohydrates to eat in bed while watching a movie until you lose consciousness. Try to remember to turn the oven off.
4:01 am: Fall asleep with eye makeup and fake eyelashes still on.
NOW AUDITIONING DANCERS!
Southeast Portland’s Favorite Club
Sassy’s - Call 503-231-1606
Auditions Daily 12-4pm

DANCERS WANTED
at Portland’s Hottest Club
Call for shifts at Club 205 and Safari.
No Agency Fees. No House Fees.
No Stage Fees!
503-619-5602

BIG MONEY ...... NO DRAMA!
No pole dancing nude for dollars, no movies your kids might see.
No experience necessary.
Pussycats (503) 853-4575
Pwnt, Salem and Springfield

THE NILE
is a new Eugene club that is currently seeking entertainers 18 & over to come earn some great money. We welcome walk-ins or feel free to call (541) 688-1899

ROOSTER’S
DANCERS WANTED
No experience necessary. Easygoing environment, $5 shift fees and very flexible scheduling. Soon to be 18+.
For auditions/booking
(503) 289-1351

WANTED
Outgoing, attractive, energetic ladies 18-35 years old. No fees, no agencies, cash daily. For auditions or bookings:
Call Seven 971-570-1725

ALL-NEW BOOM BOOM ROOM!
New look! New sound! New feel!
Classy exotic dance club on upscale SW Barbur Blvd.
Seeking top-quality dancers.
Call 503-919-8644
Auditions daily 2pm - 8pm

ENTERTAINERS WANTED!
Looking for ladies 21+ years old.
Fun place to work with lots of perks and incentives.
Call Holladay for auditions
(503) 481-0958

HAVE FUN — MAKE MONEY
WANNA PLAY?
For current openings call Stars
Cabaret at the Capitol (503) 370-8063

HIRING DANCERS!!
Female owned and operated.
Call 503-901-1101 or 503-261-1111
Make big money and have fun!
18 yrs. and up.

DANCERS WANTED!
Auditions Monday - Thursday 11am-2pm
NO HOUSE FEES!!!
Call Tamara (503) 232-6813
Riverside Corral

LUCKY DEVIL & DEVILS POINT
Sexy girls audition now at Lucky Devil
12 noon - 7pm or Call 503-616-5489

PRIVATE PLEASURES
is under new, all-female management and seeking quality entertainers 18 and up. No experience necessary.
503-768.9235

DANCERS
18+, no experience necessary, auditions daily. Instant cash $$$, clean, safe work environment, no agency fees, no bullshit. Make your own schedule!
Call Tom Webb 503-310-3283
NEW EXOTIC LOUNGE NEEDS FEMALE ENTERTAINERS

FEMALE OWNED AND OPERATED
WE NEED RELIABLE PROFESSIONAL, ENTHUSIASTIC PERFORMERS
WE OFFER A CLEAN, SAFE WORK ENVIRONMENT WITH MANY INCENTIVES TO MAKE MONEY AND TO NEVER HAVE TO PAY HOUSE FEE AGAIN!
WE OFFER 3 SHIFTS: 3PM TO 9PM, 6PM TO 12AM, AND 9PM TO 2AM

PLEASE CALL 971-210-7009 OR 971-210-4169 TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION
114 LANCASTER DRIVE NE • SALEM, OREGON 97301

exotic magazine | xmag.com

World’s Best Known Agency
For Dancers
Who Travel!

NOW HIRING DANCERS FOR CLUBS IN:
Guam
Japan
Macau
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Puerto Rico

CALL JANET NOW!!! (604) 219-8577
APPLY NOW ONLINE WWW.THEBESTDANCERS.COM OR EMAIL DANCE@TELUS.NET

JODY’S BAR & GRILL
12035 NE GLISAN
NOW HIRING MOTIVATED AND RELIABLE ENTERTAINERS FOR ONE OF THE NORTHWEST’S PREMIER GENTLEMEN’S CLUBS!

• MUST BE DETERMINED & DEPENDABLE
• TOP-QUALITY CLIENTELE OFFERING BIG $$$ OPPORTUNITIES
• FRIENDLY, SAFE & SECURE ENVIRONMENT
• EARN CASH DAILY!

“FOLLOW THE LEADER”
WITH THE PROFESSIONALISM OF KRISTEN!
OREGON’S TOP FEMALE BOOKING AGENT!
OPEN AUDITIONS 5PM-7PM DAILY

CALL (503) 415-1302 TO SCHEDULE FOR OTHER TIMES.

HAVE FUN and GET PAID!!

MODELS AND COUPLES WANTED
FOR FUN ADULT FETISH MOVIES
MAKE $300 AND UP!

EMAIL: TALENT@JMXSTUDIOS.COM
No Good Deed

I fucking hate the snow. I hate anything that has to do with snow. I hate snowmen. I hate snow cones. I even hate that rapper, Snow.

With the previously mentioned out of the way, I’m really not that opposed to ignoring the things that I hate. I can deal with Oregon drivers who lock up like armored cars at the mere sight of anything white on the road (the irony...), the overabundance of happy children, and the usual tra-la-la that comes packaged with the filthy, flaky mess that litters Portland once every few years.

What I am not particularly skilled at, however, is the art of ignoring things that I love. Sadly (and simultaneously fortunately), the only two things I really love are money and music. One on particularly snowy evening, the first of two weeks’ consecutive fill-in nights I had scheduled at one of my favorite Portland clubs, I had a tough decision to face: finish up an album I was producing (costing me a shift’s worth of money), or go to work (which would result in a decrease of album quality as said album was due at the pressing plant the following Tuesday). The deciding factor was introduced in the form of pancakes (scratch everything I’ve said up until now... I fucking love pancakes), when another DJ offered to fill-in for the night so I could go finish my album at MFP Restaurant (serving pancakes).

Cost myself one shift, gain two pancakes and a fanbase (or at least another white rapper for a client). Sounds like a business-minded decision, right?

Wrong. You’re always fucking wrong. You should know that by now...

I’m leaving MFP with a belly full of batter and a laptop full of half-finished tracks, planning on giving the fill-in-fill-in DJ a ride home, when I notice a couple of broads hurling chunks of ice at the cars attempting to leave their parked spots. 2:00am in Portland, couple of drunk girls, nothing out of the ordinary, right? Without any notice other than the obvious, a block of snow, ice, rocks and glass comes flying through my window and into my eye. Almost immediately transforming from Optimus Chill to Mega-Smackabitch, I start to get heated and began rationalizing to myself regarding how I would explain to the police and/or ambulance drivers that I beat up a girl for tossing a snowball (yeah, a snowball) were attempting to start small talk with me while I sat in my car, eye in hand.

“Oh my God, you’re my old DJ! How have you been?”

“Fine. You? I’d love to catch up, but my fucking EYE IS BLEEDING.”

Let’s ignore the thousands of dollars of lost shifts, missed driver fares, and unfinished rap songs. Forget about me ending up in a hospital because of a fucking snowball of all things. What really deserves attention is the fact that I am not, was not, and never will be mad at the dancer who hurled icy glass into my retina.

“But why not, Ray?” you ask. “Why not use your ability to stoop really low and write up a defamatory piece on this specific individual. After all, she cost you time, money, and you looked like a fucking pirate for six days!”

The answer is quite simple. The dancer in question is the only dancer I can think of that I would expect this sort of violent anarchism from, let alone tolerate. We’ll call her “France.”

France’s entire persona is the embodiment of well-meaning chaos. The chick was trying to cause fatal accidents one second, then sweet-talking a casual associate (yours truly) the next, and I honestly doubt she sees any change in rhythm. If there is some sort of ass-backwards moral to be learned from the aforementioned events, it is simple and sweet: be yourself. If you’re a crazy bitch, embrace your crazy bitchiness, and all will be well when your violent tendencies affect someone you actually don’t want to kill.

Or something like that.

Dear Me

Even though I have seen more intelligent “you suck” letters in Juggalo chat rooms, last month’s Tales spurred a small amount of controversy. Figuring that other readers may follow in Spooky’s suit, I have decided to write myself a letter, proving that even I could do a better job at Mr. X’s little “angst equals intelligence” gimmick:

Dear Statutory Ray,

Your columns are repetitive, predictable, and sophomoric. You make hasty generalizations about extremely hard-working women, many of whom are raising children and coping with addiction, debt, and social stigmas. You use too many commas, you are a shameless self-promoter and you look like the retarded twin of a post-rehab Robert Downey Jr. My friend said you were a heartless fuck and didn’t even buy her dinner after the thirty seconds of after-shift sex.

Signed, Statutory Ray

See? It’s really not that hard.
Holy shit, that's my DJ!

Drivers that I beat up a girl for tossing a snowball would explain to the police and/or ambulance began rationalizing to myself regarding how I to Mega-Smackabitch, I start to get heated and immediately transforming from Optimus Chill through my window and into my eye. Almost a block of snow, ice, rocks and glass comes flying right? Without any notice other than the obvious, couple of drunk girls, nothing out of the ordinary, to leave their parked spots. 2:00am in Portland, hurling chunks of ice at the cars attempting ride home, when I notice a couple of broads planning on giving the fill-in-fill-in DJ a and a laptop full of half-finished tracks, should know decision, right?

For a client). Sounds like a business-minded a fanbase (or at least another white rapper love everything I've said up until now... I fucking introduced in the form of pancakes (scratch following Tuesday). The deciding factor was would result in a decrease of album quality as shift's worth of money), or go to work (which up an album I was producing (costing me a had scheduled at one of my favorite Portland music. On one particularly snowy evening, the only two things I really love are money and love. Sadly (and simultaneously fortunately), however, is the art of ignoring things that I hate. I can deal with Oregon drivers who lock cones. I even hate that rapper, Snow. has to do with snow. I hate snowmen. I hate snow of all things. What

What I am not, and never will be mad at the dancer who has cut my eye open in three times. What I really deserves attention is the fact that I am not, because of a fucking you been? "Fine. You? I'd love to catch up, but my fucking Name omitted for obvious reasons, the dancer who to do a better job at Mr. X's little "angst equals intelligence" gimmick:

Write myself a letter, proving that even not particularly skilled at, not especially proud of my previous efforts, and C) write an overly detailed and self-centered album I was trying to finish in the first place considering that I had to A) drive, B) stare at a circumstances, however, I was even more fucked beat up, and beat down... Nothing feels quite like whine-and-relax factor. I've been shot, stabbed, was having a hard time compensating because of happy children, and the usual tra-la-la that overabundance comes packaged with the filthy, flaky mess that litters Portland once every few years.

"Oh my God, you're my old DJ! How have you been?" you ask. "Why not use No Good Deed Wrong. You're always fucking wrong. You couldn't do a better job at Mr. X's little "angst equals intelligence" gimmick:

See? It's really not that hard.
FEB 5 - D.J.P
FEB 19 - KLEVER & MESSINIAN
FEB 26 - REVAMP TOUR WITH
SIN FROM MINISTRY & DJ HARDWARE

XOTICA
GO-GO

WITH: DJ'S
KENOY
MR. MUMU
& THE XOTICA
GO-GO DANCERS

THURSDAYS @ DANTE'S
SW 3RD & BURNSIDE
FREE COVER! 10PM
UPCOMING LIVE MUSIC!
01/31 - PRINCE TRIBUTE EROTIC CITY
02/21 - GODS AND KINGS, RED HOT PISTOL
02/28 - A BLINDING SILENCE, HOTTER THAN A CROTCH
03/14 - LOCKE 'N' LOAD
03/21 - THE DIRTY LOWDOWNS
03/28 - THE DIVINE NAPALM FLOWER

VALENTINE'S DAY GODS GIRLS PARTY!
SATURDAY, FEB 14TH
BURLESQUE PERFORMANCES BY MEG, ROCKET, HEZZY, MANDILYNN, MAME, NIXIE, BRIT, ZEBRANA, AND HAI FLEISCH.
RAFFLES, TONS OF GODS GIRLS MERCH AND PHOTOS!

DEVILS POINT
featuring Malice and special fire performances every Monday night only at Devils Point...

"The dancers at Devil's Point are so talented, we'd take them against Cirque du Soleil in a flexibility-off."
- Penthouse Magazine February '09

5305 SE FOSTER RD. (503) 774-4513 • OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM 365 DAYS A YEAR
FOR LIVE MUSIC AND DANCERS SCHEDULES, CHECK US OUT @ MYSPACE.COM/DEVILSPONT

weekly events: Mondays - Fire Dancers Tuesdays - S.I.N Night Wednesdays - 80's Night Thursdays - Ladies Night Fridays - Dancers Saturdays - Live Music w/Dancers Sundays - Strippers
The New Year is here, Two Thousand mucha fuckin' Nine, ya heard?! I hope it was big for u and yours. Me and my peoples did it stupid on the ball drop, standin' on couches, bustin' bottles at the Planet Hollywood... one time! Wherever it was goin' down, 2008 is now in the rearview mirrors forever, so if you made it to the new year, you have action. Let's make it happen, ya dig?

For those who ain't knowing, the Adult Video Network (AVN) Adult Entertainment Expo, held each January at the Venetian Sands Expo Center, is the official adult entertainment showdown. With it comes the AVN Awards Show, which was held this year at the Mandalay Bay. All this was kinda like a music awards show but X-rated, ya dig? I had never really been on the inside of one of these events until this year... usually I just hang out, go to parties and fuck with porn chicks. Now the reason why I say porn chicks, and not pornstars, is because every chick that is in a porn movie or shoots a couple of scenes... ain't no pornstar. So just because you are in a movie, stop saying you're a porn star, ya dig? You just a broad in a movie getting fucked for money. Now I'm good with that, cause I dig chicks that fuck in movies. I like home movies, camera phone movies, amateur porn at the house or somethin'... get your money! But take some actin' classes and get on point with this shit, cause these bitches out here are really doing this shit!

So I'm up in here with pornstars, I'm saying REAL pornstars. They got everything in here. They got movies, they got lots and creams to make what ever you got going bigger, they got mattresses for better sex and sex booths like the ones ya'll be going in down at Fantasy Video on Sandy. They're selling all sorts of shit in here, they sellin' dolls that feel like a real bitch: head, ass, whatever...you can blow her up and you're ready to go. But make sure that when you're having sex with your blow-up doll or whoever you have sex with, you protect yourself. It's 2009, and there's no excuse to put your life in danger (STDs kill). Anyways, basically it was four days of butt-nakedness, DVDs, toys for joy and a computer geek get down (the Computer Electronic Show is right next door in the same building). There were over 25,000 people, so you know it was poppin' everywhere. All the clubs were really poppin' and people should have really been eatin' that weekend in the nightlife, ya dig! It seems like even though all of these people were there, the turnout was slimmer than in years past, like the recession was fuckin' with people's pockets.

Since doing my thing with the AVN, it convinced me even more in my belief that strippers need to step their game up. Strippers need to change, outfits after every set since it is for the money. Anytime I go any place, I don't want to see girls wearing the same outfits over and over and over and over to where I remember them! Check it out, tricks don't wanna see the same outfits again and again. If you're gettin' money in the strip bar club, then you need to be fresh like new laundry if you wanna get that new money Mah. And another thing, do not just wash the crotch area of ya thongs in the sink or the parkin' lot outside the club with a bottle of water (yes, I'm knowin'). Let's use the laundry mats in the new year.

Gettin' paper at strip bar clubs is the nightlife. So, when you're out on the city, don't wear your work shoes when you're not workin' and get some stiletto classes, ya dig? And I don't know who said that not havin' your nails done, hair on point, and face straight was the recipe to get paper, but it ain't. Remember, when you shop at Payless you get paid less!

**PICK OF THE MONTH: TODD G'S “I GOT THAT WORK” (GORRILLA GOSPEL RECORDS).**

After 14 years in the street life (pimps, ho's, guns, drug-cases, state prisons, hospitals, violence and Life in the Fast Lane), Todd G (who has been in the industry since 1989 and has been featured in major publications all across the country) has a new album about to be released on his label. The only difference is that he doesn't run the streets anymore. He now does Gospel Rap Music. Todd G's ministries have kept him busy on tour in Europe, and visiting prisons with a different outlook on the whole prison experience. (REMEMBER READERS... PRISON IS BAD!) He also has a 400 page book on his life story, co-written by the Senior Editor of The Source Magazine (Soren Baker), about to be distributed nationwide. This book looks to be one of the crowning moments in the life and times of a real nothin'-to-everything story of change. Make sure and check him out at Toddgministries.com or myspace.com/big toddg.

**UPCOMING EVENTS: COME OUT AND SUPPORT THE NIGHTLIFE.**

Kenny Mack & 6ix will be playin' the Tonic Lounge on Sunday, Feb 15th.

The Game will be playin' the Roseland Theater Thursday, Feb 26th.

Valentine's Day is around the corner. That means girls are gonna be given like it's Christmas all over again. If ya'll folks is on point with the bizzness, make sure ya V-Day game plan is tops of the line. It's nothin' wrong with gettin' dipped with ya peoples, fallin' thru a nice restaurant and tippin' a bottle so she feels good in February. It's only one time a year. Happy Valentine's Day to all you pretty girls that don't have a Valentine. I got a rose for you, but be easy and get money.
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Kenny Mack & 6ix will be playin' the Tonic
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Thanks to whoever at Exotic is giving out my mailing address, I get no less than fifty CDs and/or press kits from local Northwest area bands a month. Every package is a virtual copy of the next one sitting next to it, a plain Manila envelope piled on top of unpaid bills and porn magazines complete with a personalized stamp and a misspelled name:

To: Statutory Ray
From: Spamshot Promotions NW

***PRE-ORDER THE NEW EVERCLEAR ALBUM NOW!!!***

Before music critics even get the chance to hear a band, we are forced to dig through overconfident press kits, cheap stickers, unreadable flyers, and whatever God-awful eco-friendly packaging device that Dashboard for Cutie is using for their most recent release. Because of this, the presentation of your product is just as important as the content of your music when it comes to promoting your latest shitheap to music critics, distributors, and potential fans. If we hate you before we even listen to your CD, you and the band are not off to a good start.

There are a few solutions, however, many of which can help you and your bandmates stay away from that dishwashing shift at the Montage. Compiled as result of jaded experience, I present to you...

**Statutory Ray’s DOs and DONTs for Up-and-Coming Bands**

**DO** provide an accurate, thorough (but concise) description of your band’s actual accomplishments. Accomplishments are defined by events or talents that affect the real world (and a potential customer/fan-base), such as live shows alongside real musicians or album sales backed up by real statistics. Do not include “fucking that Stephanie bitch from The Matador” or “ten pounds of weed in one weekend” in a list of your band’s accomplishments.

**DONT** give potential gatekeepers of your future the Beverly-Hillbillies theme song re-written to fit your and your five friends’ delusions of musical grammar. No one fucking cares where you grew up unless you’re from Compton. “Sold-out crowd” and “Rock n’ Roll Pizza” do not belong in the same sentence, let alone press kit. Refrain from mentioning prior band affiliation unless the defunct bands have recorded something outside of their garage. For instance:

*Metalface’s lead singer Killbo Baggins (Deathtrap, Seven Dead Nuns, The Lampshades) is, like, really awesome because...*

If ‘Seven Dead,’ ‘DT,’ and The ‘Shades are bands followed exclusively by your ex-girlfriend and the barback at your work, they are not relevant to your (or anyone else’s) current “career” as a musician.

**DO** associate yourself with a genre familiar to common discourse. The phrases “rock,” “hip-hop,” “electro,” “country,” and “spoken word” are desirable. “Punk,” “industrial,” and “alternative” are to be used with extreme caution.

**DONT** make outrageous claims regarding your ability to cross-pollinate your pseudo-revolutionary style. Unless you’re lighting yourself on fire using your own feces and recording the sounds onto a condenser microphone, it’s been done before. News flash beardo, you’re not the first singer-songwriter to incorporate a keyboard. The ultimate sin is using the phrase “(name of extremely shitty band begging for press) is like a cross between (talented Grammy-winners) and (established local act).” Unless you’re Rehab, your band needs to pick a fucking genre and stick with it. Mixing things that aren’t meant to be mixed results in vomit, inbred children or rap-rock, depending on location and substance. I can deal with the puke and the Southerners. Let’s not go any further.

**DO** provide the necessary contact information for your band, as well as the dates of any upcoming live shows you may have. Promotional material is supposed to spur interest, but what good is interest if you can’t provide an outlet for expression? Tell me where you can be reached, where I can buy your CD, and who the hell got your bassist that awesome fucking tie.

**DONT** assume that you have some hiding-in-the-bushes cult fanbase that already knows who you are. Telling a music critic or potential fan to “keep your eye out for The Destructorz” is like saying “look harder at the phone poles and you might see a half-covered sticker for our band.” I thought Buck Cherry was a flavor of ice cream until I saw the band on MTV. You’re not “on the radar” if your blip is too small to care about.

**DO** spend the money and time required to purchase and maintain an actual dot com. This not only displays professionalism, drive and commitment to your musical craft, but it tells your potential fans “hey, I have eighteen bucks and ten minutes!” If you can’t build a webpage, you will never be able to make a girl orgasm. All the ass you pull on the road will be worthless and unsubstantiated and you’ll end up paying for your drugs. Trust me, it’s worth the time and effort to learn how to use your fingers. HTML isn’t that hard either.

**DONT** refer to your MySpace page as your “website.” If you must reside in Uncle Tom’s Domain, understand that you are using someone else’s technical expertise, that your music is, upon upload, partially owned by a Fox News subsidiary and that everyone and their mom has a fucking MySpace page. Soundscan doesn’t track number of friend adds. Your girlfriend and roommate do not count as “fans,” nor does Kelly6969 (whose profile is “too hot for MySpace”). Your band’s MySpace page is nothing more than a blog with ads. Never forget this.

**DO** include a visual representation of your band.

**DONT** include the band in the picture.

If you will do these things, you will develop those traits in your personality that will enable people to like you, believe you, and trust you.
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Visit Dennis Hof’s World Famous

Bunny Ranch
Established 1955

CoCo Brantley
A Star Of HBO Cat House

Minutes From Reno & Lake Tahoe
Always Open
Always Fun
Full Bar
Unique Gift Shop
Senior & Servicemen Discounts

JOIN US FOR OUR
VALENTINE’S DAY PARTY
AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE...
PICK YOUR BUNNY!

Information Available At
888-BunnyRanch or www.bunnyranch.com

NOW HIRING FUN GIRLS:
If you are over 18, friendly and would like to make lots of money, then give Madam Suzette a call at 888-BUNNYRANCH. We will work around your schedule and provide housing.
DITCH FRIDAYS
$9.99 STEAK
AND LOBSTER
WE GIVE THE REASON,
BUT NOT THE EXCUSE!
3PM-9PM ONLY

FETISH AND INDUSTRY NIGHT
SUNDAYS

NEW UPSCALE DOWNTOWN
GENTLEMEN’S CLUB

SPYCE
GENTLEMEN’S CLUB
PALLAS VALENTINE'S DAY CHAMPAGNE PARTY!
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14TH
MARDI GRAS PARTY COMING IN MARCH
FREE PORN FRIDAYS!
FREE PORN AND COSTUMES PROVIDED BY Cathie's
8201 SE Powell Blvd • 503-771-9929
#1 FOR FANTASY AND FUN!
WWW.CATHIESPORTLAND.COM

Dream On Saloon
MYSPACE.COM/DREAMONSA LOON
OPEN MON-SAT 11:30AM-2AM
SUN 1PM-2AM
15920 SE STARK ST.
(503) 253-8765
FREE PORN TUESDAYS
Casa Diablo
Gentlemen's Club

Smokers' New Favorite Strip Club

The Only Club In Portland Where You Can Smoke And Drink AND Watch Naked Girls Dance!

Casa Diablo is Different Than Your Average Strip Club. Here's Why:

- World's First Vegan Strip Club. Our Food Rocks!
- Huge Covered & Heated Drinking & Smoking Deck. Smokers Love IT Here.
- Sexy & Friendly Dancers. You Get Enough Bitching At Home, Right?
- Best Private Dances In Portland. Yes, They Are That Good!
- Live Girl-On-Girl Action. Hell Yeah!
- Hot Topless Bartenders 5 Nights Per Week. Sunday-Thursday.
- Stage Above Bar For Live Music. Bands Play, Strippers Strip.
- Tournament Size Pool Table-Free To Play, Every Day.
- $2 Pabst Pounders & $3 Coronas, All Day, Every Day.
- Ladies & Couples Friendly. Wife Doesn't Want To Come? Bring Your Girlfriend!
- Close In But Discreet Location. Only 4 Minutes From Downtown.

Map & Directions at: www.CasaDiablo.com


Hiring Select Dancers Now!
Booking By Devil Dancer Promotions
Call 503-222-6600 For An Audition Or Go To www.DevilDancer.com For More Info.
Stage Fee Is Only $1 Per Shift.

Casa Diablo Gentlemen's Club
2839 NW St. Helens Rd. • Portland, Oregon 97210 • 503-222-6600
Now Open Seven Days A Week From 4PM - 2:30AM!
Pussycats
PRIVATE ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

Paige
“Portland’s Only Lingerie Model
Who Can SQUIRT On Command!”
Curious? Check It Out For Yourself
For ONLY $50!

PUSSYCATS
CABARET
&
LINGERIE
MODELING

NOW OPEN
THE ONLY 18 & OVER CLUB
IN EUGENE & SPRINGFIELD
THE HOTTEST GIRLS IN TOWN!

VOTED #1
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
IN ALL OF OREGON 2007

HIRING OREGON’S
FINES MODELS
CALL (503) 383-8874

OPEN 24 HOURS
3414 NE 82ND AVENUE · PORTLAND, OR 97220 · (503) 327-8095
5226 SE FOSTER ROAD · PORTLAND, OR 97206 · (503) 206-5656
OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-3AM, SUN 4PM-MIDNIGHT
3815 STATE STREET · SALEM, OR 97301 · (503) 363-0401
OPEN SUN-THURS 5PM-3AM, FRI-SAT 5PM-4AM
2251 MAIN STREET · SPRINGFIELD, OR 97470 · (541) 744-5499

ATM IN EVERY LOCATION!
Saturday, February 14th

Dusk 'Til Dawn

A Vampire's Valentine:
Love Bites, So Bite Back!

Live music by Black Haze, Suspension Acts, Blood Baths, and Eternal Life Awaits You!
Free Cover With Costume!

Tuesday, February 10th

V.I.P. Appreciation Day
Become a V.I.P. member or renew your membership for next to nothing and receive your free gift!

Wednesday, February 18th

Men Of Playgirl
Call for details

Thursday, February 21st

White Trash Bash
Party like a redneck with live music by the Mullet Mafia

Saturday, February 28th

3rd Annual Ice Party
Specials all day in celebration of our anniversary!